Spooky2
Products For Life.
Spooky is being continually refined for the betterment of mankind.
Changes since the previous release:
20220829
Improved: Frequency Sweeps can now be programmed with 8 decimal place
resolution.
Improved: Biofeedback error correcting.
Improved: Error reporting when waveform files are locked.
New: Monkeypox DNA presets holding recent sequences (in anticipation of the next
pandemic).
New: Biofeedback averaging method is now user-defined:

Option #1 sets the range to calculate a simple sliding-window running average.
Values outside this range are omitted from calculations.
Option #2 sets the running average calculations to be retentive. If selected, a portion
of previous running average values will always be carried to subsequent values, using
the formula RA = RAp - (RAp/SC) + (Vn/SC)
Where:
RA = Running average for current sample point.
RAp = Running average of previous sample.
Vn = Current sample value.
SC = Sample Count. 1 <= SC <= WS.
WS = Window Size (User-defined number of samples).

BFB Average Window value. If this value is set to zero or is blank, Sample Count
automatically defaults to 20.
The function of biofeedbacks are to monitor the level of a signal. This level can be
compared with the average value of surrounding readings. The range of the
surrounding readings is defined in the BFB Average Window fields. The signals with
the greatest difference to the running average are reported in the final “Hits” list.
Early versions of Spooky calculated the running average on-the-fly. It was not
possible to include readings after the current reading. Later versions of Spooky do
retrospective analysis, so it is possible to include later readings whilst calculating the
running average.
The first field of the BFB Average Window option sets the number of prior samples
to include when deriving the running average value. The second field sets the number
of samples to include after the present reading. In the above example, when Spooky
reads the 50th current value (amps), Spooky will average the BFB values for samples
30 through to 49, and compare the 50th BFB value to this average.
Earlier versions of Spooky included the present reading in the average calculations.
This is not desirable, and has been corrected in this version.

With the above settings, Spooky is set to find the maximum BFB values in relation to
the running average of surrounding BFB values. After the scan, Spooky will open the
appropriate biofeedback data file and retrieve the data for subsequent analysis.
If you wish to emulate early versions of Spooky (ie, April, 2017 or earlier), set the
first BFB Average Window field to 20 and the second field to zero. Also select the
Retentive RA Values option.
For more advanced analysis, set both fields to 10, or experiment with other values.
Improved: Biofeedback signal asymptote detection now uses the first sample of the
peak or trough values. Previously, it was the final sample.

Improved: Biofeedback value formula:

Fixed: Spooky crashing when [CTRL] A is selected with BFB hits.
The following describes how Spooky detects and reports hits.
1. The running averages of all biofeedback samples is calculated. The running
average sample window size is user-defined in the System tab. The current sample is
excluded.
2. The asymptotes are detected. These are the peaks and troughs of the value being
measured, ie, pulse, current or phase angle. If Max has been selected, then Spooky
will look for peaks. If Min has been selected, Spooky will look for troughs. If more
than one value shares this peak or trough value, the first sample is considered the
asymptote, as this is the point which has the greatest stress against previous sample
values. It is the sample which made the change to the peak or trough.
3. The asymptotes are graded. This is performed according to user settings.
If Calculate Using RA is chosen, the formula (Present Sample – Present RA) * 100 /
RA at the asymptote sample number is used. If Peak is chosen, the Present Sample
value at the asymptote sample number is used.
4. The results are displayed to the user in the appropriate order of asymptote grades.
These people helped with this release of Spooky:
Bryan Yamamoto
Shawn
Trevor Nelson
Walt Dod
20220728
Improved: Number of decimal places for GX Pro refine scans increased from 5 to 8.
Improved: Time estimates for biofeedbacks. Now, Spooky considers your computer
speed and the number of generators currently in use in your Spooky system.
Improved: Initial Step Size of BFB scans for GX Pro can have up to 8 decimal place
resolution.
Improved: Biofeedback resolution for Refine Scans.
Improved: The number of hits can now be defined for Grade Scans.
Improved: Screenshots are now timestamped and retained for future reference.
New: Individual gate timing for Out 1 and Out 2.

New: Delay to increase reading accuracy of scans performed with GX.

New: GX Pro is now visually identified in the Control tab:

Changed: Due to concerns over the accuracy and validity of the current ETDFL
database, Spooky now uses information from the 2017/18 version.
We would like to give a special thanks to these people for helping make Spooky
better:

Dennis Petkov
Ed Von
Jeff Kaczor
Trevor Nelson
Walt Dod
Changes in 20220428:
Improved: Calculation method of genome frequencies. This method is explained at
the end of this document.
Some people have noted how some DNA frequencies worked, whilst others seemed to
have no results. The cause of this phenomenon has been identified, and the method of
frequency derivation has been refined. In this paper, the new process of calculating
DNA, RNA and mRNA frequencies is explained.
The new factors are incorporated in this release of Spooky.
RNA to Hz and mRNA to Hz factors have been added to
Spooky:

The database holds the genome size and type:
Bx x is the number of Base Pairs in a genome.
BCx x is the number of Base Pairs in a Circular genome.
BLx x is the number of Base Pairs in a Linear genome.
R defines an RNA entry. Example: BLR29900, BCR200
m defines an mRNA entry. Examples: BLm29900, BCm3560

New: Support for GX Pro. The older GX has a frequency resolution of 5 decimal
places up to 40 kHz, and 2 decimal places above 40 kHz. GX Pro has a frequency
resolution of 8 decimal places for the entire frequency range.
New: Sine and Square waveforms for destructing. These waveforms have a reversing
spike on every 16th wave cycle. At the point where the target reaches maximum
resonance kinetic energy, it hits “the brick wall”, causing greatest stress to the
genome or target pathogen.

New: Option to always overwrite generator programs / settings.

This overwrites this option:

New: To help new users get up to speed, we have introduced a Normal Mode with
simplified functionality. By default, Spooky will start in Normal mode. The top menu
toggles between Normal and Advanced modes.

New: Option to have a heartbeat sound during Spooky Pulse biofeedback sessions.

Fixed: Slave generator beat frequency bug.

These people contributed their time to help make this release of Spooky special:
Bryan Yamamoto
Ed Von
John Robert Grayson
Walt Dod
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The following document is gifted to humanity. There is no copyright. The information
herein may be freely shared by everybody. Additionally, no patents have been, nor
ever will be, applied.

Introduction
This paper revises the Derivation of DNA Frequencies document released May 10th,
2020.
Some people have noted how some DNA frequencies worked, whilst others seemed to
have no results. The cause of this phenomenon has been identified, and the method of
frequency derivation has been refined. In this paper, the new process of calculating
DNA, RNA and mRNA frequencies is explained.

Historical Background
As far back as the 1930s, a brilliant scientist named Royal Rife designed electrical
frequency devices which disabled pathogens and cured serious illnesses such as
cancer and pneumonia. He discovered that each pathogen had a specific disabling
frequency.
To discover the frequencies, Rife designed immensely powerful microscopes.
Through meticulous observation, Rife could identify which frequencies disabled the
pathogens. He found that the frequencies must be precise. Other frequencies had no
effect on the pathogens.
People often wonder why modern frequency therapeutical devices are not as effective
as these very first machines. The reason is very sad. Rife’s microscopes and
electrotherapy devices did not survive the test of time. Most of them were damaged
beyond repair. The technical knowledge has been lost, and we no longer have the
ability to watch live pathogens at such high magnifications. Without the correct
frequencies, modern machines cannot match the breathtaking performance of Royal
Rife’s antique machines.
Rife’s life-long experiments proved that pathogens can be quickly destroyed through
the use of resonant frequencies. Rife used the term “absolute coordinative resonance”
to describe how his frequencies worked.

Resonance
Playground swings are a very simple example of resonance. Gentle pushing at the
right moment (frequency) causes a child to swing higher and higher. The energy of

each push adds kinetic energy to the swing. If the pushes are not timed correctly,
resonance is lost and the swing energy is reduced. You also get a grumpy child.

Radio receivers also use resonance. When a radio is correctly tuned, it resonates with
the radio station transmission frequency.
DNA and RNA are both genomes. Genomes hold the complete set of genetic
information of an organism, providing all of the information the organism requires to
function. One of the main functions of DNA is protein production.
Resonant frequencies can prevent genomes from creating proteins and replicating,
thus disrupting the life functions of the cell. If the cell is a pathogen, it would become
non-viable, and an easy target for our innate immune system.

The DNA and RNA Antenna
Genomes form biological monofilar and bifular helical antennae tuned to specific
frequencies. Applying these frequencies cause them to resonate.

This idea is not new. A patent released almost 15 years ago (Charlene A. Boehm, METHODS
FOR DETERMINING THERAPEUTIC RESONANT FREQUENCIES, US 7,280,874 B2, Oct. 9, 2007) describes how
to derive DNA resonant frequencies from the axial length of the DNA strand.
The resonant frequency of normal-mode helical antennae is determined by the radial
length of DNA, not the axial length. This is the length of the sugar phosphate
‘backbone’ shown in red below. If the radial length of the genome sugar phosphate
‘backbone’ is the same as the applied wavelength, the conditions for resonance is met.

The antenna can be either a closed-loop (circular genome) or open-ended (linear
genome).

RNA vs DNA
When calculating the resonant frequencies of genomes, structural differences must be
considered. RNA has an extra OH group on the sugar ‘backbone’, so the twists are
tighter. The effective helix radius of RNA is also different to that of DNA. These
factors cause RNA to resonate at a different frequency to DNA, even if they have the
same base pair count.
Type

Helix Pitch
Axial (nm)

Bases Pairs
per twist

DNA
RNA

3.54
3.0

10.4
11

Base Pair
Axial Pitch
(nm)
~0.34
~0.273

Helix Radius
(nm)
1.19
1.25

The Maths
Genome resonating frequencies can be calculated using this formula:
Frequency = EMF propagation speed / effective genome length.
The EMF propagation speed is the speed of electrical frequencies travelling through a
medium. The medium of DNA and most RNA is nucleoplasm.
Genome resonance calculations must consider the effective genome length. There are
two basic configurations for genomes. Linear genomes are the most common.
Calculations for this genome type require a base pair to be subtracted when
calculating the total length. This is the effective base pair count (bn).

The above graphic represents a linear double-strand DNA genome with 3 base pairs.
There are only 2 gaps between them. The total genome length is (base count – 1) x
(distance between base pairs). Circular genomes do not require a base pair to be
subtracted.
Genome resonance occurs when the wavelength of the applied EMF signal is an
octave of the genome length. Octaves are factors of 2 raised to a power. Examples of
octaves are 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32.
EMF travels at the speed of light through a vacuum: 2.99792458E+8 meters per
second. Most genomes are immersed in nucleoplasm, where the EMF propagation
speed (vn) is slower: 1.23706749665013E+08 m/s.
Radial genome length can be calculated using this formula:

mRNA
The differing dimensions between DNA and RNA result in different resonant
frequencies, but there is another factor which must be considered. mRNA moves to
the cytoplasm where proteins are made. The EMF speed through cytoplasm is
1.15164716490445E+08 meters per second. Therefore, mRNA resonant frequencies
are not the same as DNA or ‘regular’ RNA, even if the effective base pair counts are
the same.

Working Examples
Working examples of DNA and RNA frequency derivation is shown in this table:

The resultant frequencies are very high, but can be reduced using a sub-harmonic of
choice. Most commonly, sub-octaves are used, to align with standard antennae theory
and practice. These are the inverse of two raised to an integer power, ie, 2, 4, 8, 16,
32, etc.

Conclusion
Pathogens have 3 main types of genome: DNA, RNA and mRNA. Each will have
different resonant frequencies, even if their respective base pair counts are the same.
By applying radio principles, it is possible to calculate accurate resonant frequencies
of target genomes. Sub-harmonics of this frequency can then be applied, disrupting
the life functions of pathogens.

General Notes
People have asked what makes our genome databases and presets superior to DNA
frequencies from other sources. Here are some of the reasons:
•
•
•
•
•

Genome strands act as spiral antenna. Spiral antenna frequencies are
calculated using radial lengths. For this reason, radial lengths are used in
our formulae.
Genome strands are constantly moving, expanding and contracting like a
spring. Unlike linear length, the radial length remains constant.
The correct value of permittivity is used.
The significant structural differences between DNA, RNA and mRNA are
taken into consideration.
Fundamental frequencies are calculated, allowing people to unleash the
maximum potential of their frequency equipment.

•
•
•
•
•

Viruses and other pathogens continually mutate. Spooky2 DNA databases
are updated regularly to catch new strains, and omit genome strains
which have gone extinct and no longer relevant.
Spooky2 DNA databases and presets are free.
Spooky2 DNA frequencies can be used on any device. They are not
machine-specific.
Spooky2 DNA frequencies are harvested from multiple sources, and are
updated regularly to catch virus mutations and genome corrections.
The Spooky2 software calculates frequencies on-the-fly for razor-sharp
accuracy and maximum resolution.

Credits
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Disclaimer
Cancer Clinic NZ Ltd, Clean Technologies, John White, Echo Lee, supporting staff
and crew (hereafter referred to as Team Spooky) ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE for any
damage or injuries of any sort or form that may be sustained by any person or
persons, any animal, or to any equipment or any other thing or things. The Spooky
DNA Frequencies have not been approved for use by any governmental or medical
agency or inspection service. No medical claims are made for, nor implied by Team
Spooky.
You are advised to always consult with your physician or other health care
professional if you have, or think you might have, a health problem.

